Risk and the Future
Course Number: FIS 332    Credits: 3
Instructor: Andrew Maynard
Course Prerequisites: ENG 105 (Advanced first-year composition)
Schedule: M/W/F 9:40 am - 10:30 am
Room: ED238 Tempe
Honors: Get honors credit with Honors Contract

Life is risky. Whatever we do; whatever we eat; whatever we invent; there seems to be some way in which someone or something is going to get hurt.

This is a course that takes a roller coaster ride through the world of risk—whether risk to health and well-being or wealth, equity, sense of self and culture, even the end of life as we know it. By combining intensive study, writing and communication, and imagination, it will change how you see, understand, and make sense of risk in today's increasingly complex, connected and fast-paced world.